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Dress up your goods by On-demand production of labels, tags

Platform for splicing materials 

Matrix removal and tension system

Slitting system

Automatic separate rewinding

Label cutting Waste paper will be  automatically 
Removed and separated from the winding

Using square blades, automatically cut 
the Label paper into small rolls

Up and down independent winding shafts, automatically 
rewind the multiple label rolls After slitting

Multiple die cutting heads
EZcut 330R works with multiple die cutting heads, 

up to 4 heads work at the same time

Automatic Deviation correction system
There are two optical sensors automatically 

adjust the paper o�set to ensure the accurate feeding 

Cold lamination 
Lamination before die cutting,makes �nishing 

Labels more durable and more widely application

Feeding detection system

Vacuum suction cutting table
Vacuum inhaling cutting platform, the absorption 

function start along with cutting and automatically 
stop the valves after cutting �nishes.

Digital cutting positioning sensor
The positioning sensor scans the marked points printed 

on the material to obtain the cutting information.
Optical sensor to detect the material before feeding into 

the working table, make sure the paper feeding in correct way.

Save paper installation time and 
improve work e�ciency.



Max. Roll diameter 

Cutting media width

Max. Label width

Max. Label Length 

Min. Label Length 

Max. Die cutting speed

Slitting width 

Slitting speed

Power Requirements

Equipment Dimension

450mm

40-340mm

320mm

400mm (segmentation cut  reach to 1200mm)

10mm

6m/min 

10~310mm

Single phase 220V

100m/min

66.9''x 45.2'' x 61.8'' (1700mm x 1150mm x 1570mm)

Specifications

4pics (standard), up to 15 pics

Non-mark, Single mark, Double markCutting mark track mode

Slitting blades
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